Abstract-We describe a system for browsing and interactively retrieving video over the Internet at multiple spatial and temporal resolutions. The VideoZoom system enables users to start with coarse, low-resolution views of the sequences and selectively zoom-in in space and time. VideoZoom decomposes the video sequences into a hierarchy of view elements, which are retrieved in a progressive fashion. The client browser incrementally builds the views by retrieving, caching, and assembling the view elements, as needed.
I. INTRODUCTION

D
IGITAL video is finding important roles in many online applications in education, news, science, advertising, and entertainment, and as a result, has the potential to become one of the dominant media types on the Internet. However, at present, the Internet is not well suited for video. The typical end-to-end data rates are not sufficient for obtaining high quality streaming video. Furthermore, the Internet does not provide the necessary quality of service (QoS) guarantees that are needed to support real-time video transmission [1] . Some of these shortcomings are being addressed by the Internet2 and Next Generation Internet Initiative (NGII) [2] efforts, whose objectives are to develop new technologies for the Internet infrastructure, increase network capacity, and include provisions for guaranteeing QoS. However, due to the relatively high bandwidth and network resource requirements of video, new access paradigms need to be investigated.
In order to deal with current video access problems on the Internet, new methods are needed that allow more efficient browsing, retrieval, and remote interaction. The predominant methods of accessing video on the Internet are streaming, video file downloading, and video browsing. Streaming and downloading are designed to address the issues of remote and local playback, respectively, and are not well suited for Manuscript received September 9, 1998 ; revised April 6, 1999 . The associate editor coordinating the review of this paper and approving it for publication was Prof. Wayne Wolf.
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Publisher Item Identifier S 1520-9210(99) 05836-8. interactive navigation. Downloading video for local playback is problematic for most browsing tasks since the large video files typically result in significantly large access latencies. This is especially problematic if the user needs to download many video sequences in order to find the relevant content. Video streaming avoids the initial latencies by playing the video back directly over the Internet. However, the result is often of poor quality in terms of frame rate and fidelity. Video summarization and browsing is useful for identifying relevant video content. However, strong separation of the browsing and retrieval data increases the net amount of data needed to be transmitted over the network. Furthermore, video summary browsing does not solve the subsequent quality versus latency problem in the retrieval stage.
A. Video Applications
Improving the ability to browse and interactively retrieve video over the Internet has the potential to greatly benefit many applications. For example, consider a digital video library that presents the user with a number of video sequences that result from a search. Ultimately, the user is interested in some of the items and wants to view the relevant segments at high-resolution. Given the option of downloading versus notdownloading, it is difficult for the user to quickly identify the relevant content. Given the option of streaming versus notstreaming, it is difficult for the user to obtain or view the relevant content at high-resolution.
We propose that progressive video retrieval is a useful paradigm for accessing digital video libraries over the Internet. In progressive retrieval, the user initially retrieves coarse views of the sequences. Then, by drilling-down into different temporal segments, the user is able to simultaneously identify the relevant content and retrieve it at high resolution.
The progressive video retrieval paradigm is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Initially, many of the different temporal segments of the video are possibly relevant (PR). Based on the initial lowresolution views, as shown in Fig. 1(a) , the user identifies some of the segments as nonrelevant (NR), possibly relevant (PR), or relevant (R) to varying degrees by building up details, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The user repeats the process of zooming in on the segments of most interest, until the final relevant (R) content is obtained at high-resolution. Identifying the nonrelevant (NR) segments early using progressive retrieval allows better allocation of network and client storage resources.
The progressive retrieval paradigm is especially well suited for many types of video content on the Internet that do not fit into traditional video abstraction, summarization, and browsing paradigms. For example, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has deployed satellites that acquire image sequences of the earth and solar system. NASA publishes the sequences on the Internet to allow further study by scientists. The extreme ultraviolet imaging telescope (EIT) on the solar and heliospheric observatory (SOHO) satellite acquires image sequences of the solar transition region and inner corona of the sun in four wavelengths [3] .
Often in accessing these sequences, scientists are looking for various spatio-temporal phenomena. Downloading the sequences over the Internet is not practical due to the enormous amount of data ( 96 GB/year/instrument). Video streaming does not provide sufficient quality due to the high-resolution of the images (1K pels 1K pels/frame). Since these sequences do not satisfy any notion of shots, camera breaks or scenes, video abstraction, and summarization methods cannot be used. Progressive retrieval allows the users to browse the solar sequences at various levels of spatial and temporal detail and zoom-in on the segments of most interest.
B. Related Work
The efficient storage, search, and retrieval of video has been the focus of a number of projects related to digital video libraries [4] - [7] . In the Informedia digital library project, Wactlar et al. investigated the integration of video and speech analysis for indexing and querying of video [4] . Wolf et al. [6] deployed an education-centric digital video library on the Web, which uses automatic video abstraction methods to develop video summaries for remote browsing. In the Vision project, Lei et al. [5] developed a digital video library that uses shot detection and keyframe selection for indexing and browsing.
A common framework for searching, browsing, and retrieving video has emerged across a number of digital video library projects [7] . As shown in Fig. 2 , in digital video libraries, video is typically handled separately in the ingestion process by subsystems for compression, analysis,, and indexing. When online, the video is also accessed separately in the different tasks for searching, browsing,, and retrieval. Consequently, the separate treatment and distinct data results in a loss of efficiency in accessing video from remote digital video libraries. We next describe the query, browsing, representation, and retrieval processes of digital video libraries in more detail.
1) Video Query:
The initial access to the digital video library typically occurs through a query interface. Recently, many video query methods have been investigated that search against low-level visual features such as color, texture, shape, and motion [8] - [12] . Querying of the spatial and temporal information in video sequences is also important and has been investigated in a number of video database projects [13] - [15] . Once the query is made to the digital video library, the system typically returns browse data to the user. The browse data may take the form of keyframe lists, video shot thumbnails, video posters, scene transition graphs, and so forth. The objective of the browse stage is to allow the user to identify the relevant items.
2) Video Browsing: Many recent methods of video browsing have been investigated that combine automated video analysis and visualization [16] - [18] . The common tools used by many analysis methods include shot detection and keyframe selection [19] - [21] . These tools are often used to construct video abstractions that provide higher-level summaries of the video content. Yeung and Yeo [17] developed a method for clustering the keyframes to construct a scene-transition graph that provides a visualization of the recurring scenes and the transitions between them. Zhong et al. [18] developed a video browser that organizes temporal segments of the video into a hierarchy. The system allows the user to browse the video at increasing temporal resolution by drilling down deeper into the hierarchy.
3) Video Representation and Retrieval: The representation and coding of video is important for storage and retrieval in the digital video library. There are many video coding formats commonly used on the Internet, such as MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, motion-JPEG, Realvideo, Quicktime, and AVI. Both MPEG-4 and Realvideo handle the streaming playback of the coded video over the Internet [22] . MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 provide mechanisms for scalable coding that embed both base and enhancement layers within a single coded stream. MPEG-2 provides different profiles for spatial, temporal, and SNR scalability in which the clients can decode the video streams at different levels of detail in space, time and quality, respectively [23] .
A number of projects have focused on using wavelets for video coding [24] - [26] . One advantage is that wavelets embed multiple versions of the video sequences at different spatial and temporal resolutions in the compressed stream. As with MPEG scalability, this can provide spatial and temporal scalability for adapting to network and client resources. In addition, wavelet coding can also be used to enable progressive retrieval of video in which wavelet subbands are retrieved as needed to build up details of the video sequence at the client.
4) Progressive Retrieval: Progressive retrieval has been found to be very useful for image retrieval applications [27] - [29] . In progressive image retrieval, the objective is to initially transmit a coarse, low-resolution view of the image and allow the user to subsequently retrieve additional residual information. Smith et al. [28] developed a progressive image retrieval system that uses a space and frequency graph to progressively retrieve large images, high-resolution documents, and maps. The system allows users to zoom-in on the spatial areas of interest.
In progressive retrieval of video, there are a number of ways in which the user can refine the video sequences [30] . Given a coarse view of the video, the user can fill in details in space or time. In spatial refinement, the added data increases the size or spatial resolution of each video frame. In temporal refinement, the added data increases the frame-rate.
We propose a new progressive video retrieval paradigm in which the browse and retrieval phases are integrated in a progressive video retrieval system, as shown in Fig. 3 . The users selectively zoom-in on the segments of the video by retrieving view elements from a video view element graph. The video graph generates and manages the view elements and allows the client applications to retrieve, cache, re-use view elements to synthesize the multiple spatial-and temporalresolution views of the video sequences.
C. Outline
In this paper, we describe the VideoZoom system for progressive retrieval of video over the Internet. The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the video view element representation which is generated and managed using a video graph. In Section III, we describe two types of video graphs that are useful for progressive retrieval. In Section IV, we describe the process for compressing the view elements in the video graph. In Section V, we describe video view access process in which view elements are combined to synthesize views at different levels of spatial and temporal resolution. Finally, in Section VI, we describe the process for interactively and progressively retrieving views of the video sequences over the Internet by retrieving, caching, and assembling the video view elements.
II. VIDEO REPRESENTATION
The VideoZoom system uses a video graph to decompose the sequences and represent them using view elements. As show in Fig. 4 , the ingestion process first partitions the video temporally, then decomposes each partition using a video graph (Fig. 8 shows an example of a uniform video graph). The partitioning operation segments the sequences into fixed temporal units of frames, where is the depth of the video graph, and typically, we choose . The video graph is constructed by integrating the spatial and temporal filter bank building blocks. Overall, the view elements generated by the video graphs roughly correspond to subbands with different locations and sizes in spatial-and temporal-frequency.
The terminal view elements in the video graph are initially compressed using adaptive lossy compression. Keeping in mind the applications for scientific image sequences, such as the SOHO solar image sequences describe earlier, we also develop an optional lossless compression method that allows the reconstruction at full resolution without loss.
A. Spatio-Temporal Decomposition
In order to decompose each temporal segment, we use separable wavelet filter banks with different filters in space and time. Each spatio-temporal analysis unit, as depicted in Fig. 5 , is composed from the basic spatial and temporal analysis building blocks, which are illustrated in Fig. 7 .
B. Spatio-Temporal Analysis Unit
The spatial and temporal analyzes are performed separately on the -and -dimensions ( ) of each video frame, respectively, and temporally across frames (
). Due to separability, the order in which the analyzes are 
1) Spatial versus Temporal Blurring:
Each pass of a spatial and temporal filter bank decomposes the input into two view elements: one coarse view and one residual view element. The reason for using different filters in space and time is to obtain good coarse views. The temporal filter bank avoids filtering in the coarse path in order to allow one of the frames to serve directly as the coarse view. However, in space, it is beneficial to filter before subsampling in order to avoid anti-aliasing artifacts.
We illustrate this for the sequence of four solar images, , shown in Fig. 6(a) . We decompose the sequence two times in time and compare the results of using different analysis filter banks. Fig. 6(b) shows the poor blurred coarse view, , that results from using an analysis filter bank that filters in time across pairs of frames at each iteration. Fig. 6(c) shows that without filtering in the coarse path, the decomposition simply selects the first frame, , as the coarse view, . This coarse view, , provides a more useful representation of the sequence.
One drawback of obtaining the coarse view by simply subsampling is that the energy is not compacted well into the coarse view. As a result, the residual view elements contain more energy than those of . This potentially affects the compression of the view elements, but is necessary to obtain good coarse views in time.
2) Analysis and Synthesis: We describe the analysis and synthesis filter banks in the polyphase domain [31] . Each analysis filter bank decomposes its input into a coarse view of and a residual view element as follows:
(1) 
Note that, as described earlier, using , the coarse view is simply a subsampled version of generated without any filtering.
3) Progressive Refinement: The spatial and temporal synthesis filter banks are used to synthesize the views of the video sequence from the view elements. We partition the synthesis and refinement operations into two steps, one of client refinement, and the other, of server refinement. In progressive retrieval, the first step uses the view elements already at the client to approximate the requested view. The second step corrects the approximation by filling in missing details. In this way, in an interactive environment, when the user clicks to retrieve a higher resolution view of a segment, step one is carried out immediately to provide initial feedback. Then, step two, which requires retrieval of additional residual view elements over the network, is carried out afterwards to correct the view.
a) Spatial refinement: Given a coarse view , spatial details are added by retrieving residual data and building the view in two steps. 1) Client spatial refinement: . Up-sample by two and add it to a shifted, up-sampled version of itself. 2) Server spatial refinement: . Retrieve , upsample by two and subtract a shifted, Fig. 9 . Wavelet video graph with depth D = 3 generates and stores 37 view elements including one coarse view which of size (w=8 2 h=8 2 n=64). The wavelet video graph has ten coarse views and provides eight unique paths for zooming from the most coarse view to the full-resolution sequence.
up-sampled version of itself, and add to the output of step one. b) Temporal refinement: Given a coarse view , temporal details are added by retrieving residual data and building the view in two steps. 1) Client temporal refinement: . Up-sample by two and add it to a shifted, up-sampled version of itself.
2) Server temporal refinement:
. Retrieve , multiply by , up-sample by two, shift by one, and add to the output of step one.
III. VIDEO GRAPH
Given the spatial and temporal analysis and synthesis building blocks, we cascade the filter banks using graph-structured cascades, as illustrated in Figs. 8 and 9 . To generate a decomposition of depth , i.e., , the spatio-temporal analysis unit of Fig. 5 is iterated three times. We distinguish between two types of video graphs: the uniform video graph (Fig. 8) and the wavelet video graph (Fig. 9) . The uniform video graph provides higher granularity of view elements and more options for refinement.
Figs. 8 and 9 show the analysis paths in which the view elements are generated by analyzing the input sequence along the spatial and temporal dimensions. Likewise, they show the synthesis paths in which the view elements can be assembled to synthesize views of the sequence. In these figures, the darkened view elements correspond to the different coarse views. Typically, these are the views that are of interest to the users. The remaining view elements are residual view elements that add details in building the views of higher resolution in space or time.
A. Uniform Video Graph
In the uniform video graph, the iterative decomposition is carried out on all of the view elements at each stage, i.e.,
. As shown in Fig. 8 , the uniform video graph generates and stores a total of 4096 view elements. Overall, the uniform video graph allows the synthesis of 16 different coarse views with different resolutions in space and time. Of the stored view elements, one serves as the most coarse representation of the sequence. It has a 1/64th resolution in space and 1/64th in time. For example, given a sequence of frames of size , the uniform video graph generates a coarse view with frames of size .
B. Wavelet Video Graph
In the wavelet video graph, the iterations are carried out only on the coarse view at each stage. As shown in Fig. 9 , the wavelet video graph generates and stores a total of 37 view elements. Overall, the wavelet video graph allows the synthesis of ten different coarse views with different resolutions in space and time. As in the uniform case, of the stored view elements, the coarse view has a 1/64th resolution in space and 1/64th.
IV. VIDEO VIEW ELEMENT COMPRESSION
In order to represent the video sequence using the video graphs, we compress and store a complete and nonredundant set of view elements. Using the uniform video graph, we do this by compressing the 4096 terminal view elements. Using the wavelet video graph, we compress the 37 wavelet view elements. We develop both lossy and lossless compression methods for compressing the video graphs. In lossy compression, we adaptively compress each stored view element using JPEG compression. To compress the video graph without loss, we first compress the view elements using adaptive lossy compression, then reconstruct the sequence using the compressed view elements, and compress the error sequence using lossless compression. 
A. Lossy Video Graph Compression
The lossy view element compression system takes advantage of an independent coding of the view elements in order to optimize compression performance. Independent coding allows the compression system to adapt to the spatio-temporal energy of the video sequence by varying the JPEG compression factor according to the rate-distortion characteristics of the view element.
With independent coding, the optimal adaptive compression requires that each view element operates at the same ratedistortion tradeoff [32] . In this way, we need to search over different values of the rate-distortion tradeoff in order to best satisfy the compression criterion. The compression criterion is expressed as maximizing the fidelity for a given target bit-rate [33] .
1) Lossy View Element Compression:
We use JPEG [34] to provide the underlying coding of the view elements. For coding the residual view elements, we modify the JPEG quantization matrices to have the same scale factor for all of the terms of the 8 8 DCT [35] . The compression algorithm consists of the following steps.
1) Use either the uniform or wavelet video graph to generate a complete and nonredundant set of view elements . 2) Using JPEG, we compress each view element using eight JPEG quality factors:
. For each view element and quality factor , we compute the size of the compressed data and the distortion . 3) We then select for each the triple: that solves the constrained optimization problem.
• , such that (minimize the total distortion for a total data size of ), by iterating over and by solving the following unconstrained problem.
• , such that .
4)
We then compress each view element using its selected quality factor . 5) We store the compressed view elements . Fig. 10 illustrates the results of applying one unit of spatiotemporal analysis. We can see that the analysis compacts a significant amount of the energy into the single coarse view (labeled ). The remaining view elements in the upper-right have less energy. Adaptive lossy compression of the video graph adjusts the quality factor according to the characteristics of each view element.
B. Lossless Video Graph Compression
For the lossless compression, we compress the difference of the reconstructed and original sequence at full resolution. The lossless compression algorithm consists of the following steps. Fig. 12 . In progressive video retrieval, the VideoZoom system retrieves the residual view elements from the server and combines with those in the client cache to synthesize the higher-resolution views.
1) Use either the uniform or wavelet video graph to generate a complete and nonredundant set of view elements . 2) Lossily compress the view elements using selected JPEG quality factors as described above to give compressed view elements . 3) Reconstruct the sequence at full-resolution from the compressed view elements . 4) For each original frame at full-resolution, compute the error of the reconstructed frame, . 5) Compress using LZW lossless coding. The difference sequence allows the full-resolution sequence to be reconstructed by adding the reconstructed lossy sequence to the difference sequence. Since the difference sequence does not have much energy, it compresses better without loss than the straight full-resolution sequence.
V. VIDEO VIEW ACCESS
The video graph enables a number of views of each segment of the video sequence to be accessed from the compressed and stored view elements. As show in Fig. 8 , the uniform video graph provides 16 views of each temporal segment of the video sequence. As show in Fig. 9 , the wavelet video graph provides ten views of each segment. In order to access a requested view, the system needs to identify the view elements that intersect with the view.
A. View Element Intersection
The view elements correspond to tiles in spatial-and temporal-frequency. Each view element has a location and size in spatial-frequency , and location and size in temporal-frequency . As such, each requested view corresponds to a region in spatial-and temporal-frequency:
. The system uses this information to determine which stored view elements are needed to construct a requested view.
For each video segment, the stored view elements in both the uniform and wavelet video graphs form complete and nonredundant tilings in spatial-and temporal-frequency. Therefore, if a stored view element intersects with a requested view, it must be used in synthesizing the requested view. Given the request for a view , the system determines the intersection of with each stored view element as follows: and otherwise (5) where or or or otherwise (6) and or otherwise.
Once the system identifies the necessary view elements, the system processes them to construct the view. The transition paths of the video graph dictate the processing steps. Note that the view elements may undergo several steps of spatial ( ) and/or temporal ( ) synthesis. Fig. 13 . In each stage above, the spatial (S) resolution of each segment is indicated by the top bar graph (ds), and the temporal (T ) resolution is indicated by the bottom bar graph (d t ). In this example, the user has selected different spatial and temporal resolutions for each segment and is drilling down in time to view the sequence. Fig. 10 shows how the view elements are combined to synthesize views of the soccer sequence. By combining with residual view elements , the system zooms in in space to create view . By combining with residual , the system zooms in in time to create view .
B. View Synthesis
VI. PROGRESSIVE VIDEO RETRIEVAL In a progressive retrieval session, the user initially retrieves coarse views of the video sequence. Then, as the user zooms in on different segments, the system retrieves additional view elements and synthesizes the new views. The uniform and wavelet video graphs differ in the number of coarse views and number of unique zooming paths they provide. The uniform video graph in Fig. 8 has 16 coarse views and provides 20 unique paths for zooming from the most coarse view to the full-resolution sequence. The wavelet video graph in Fig. 9 has ten coarse views and provides eight unique paths for zooming from the most coarse view to the full-resolution sequence.
A. Client View Element Caching
During progressive retrieval, the client application caches the view elements as the user zooms in. This allows them to be re-used in synthesizing views at higher resolutions as the user continues zooming in.
Figs. 11 and 12 shows an example progressive retrieval session using the uniform video graph. The user initially retrieves the coarse view ( ), then zooms in in time ( ), then space ( ), then time ( , ), and then space ( , ) again to build up details of the video sequence. The retrieved view elements for this session are shown in Fig. 12 . In the first zoom-in, in time, , the client retrieves three residual view elements from the server and combines these with coarse view to synthesize the view . In the second zoom, in space, , the client retrieves 12 residual view elements from the server and combines these with coarse view to synthesize the view . We can see that has a higher resolution in time than and has higher resolution in space than .
B. Zooming Controls
Using the VideoZoom system, the user controls the zooming process by selecting the spatial and temporal resolution of each segment. The zooming controls are illustrated in Fig. 13 . In each stage of progressive retrieval, the spatial ( ) resolution of each segment is indicated by the top bar graph , and the temporal ( ) resolution is indicated by the bottom bar graph in Fig. 13(a)-(c) . This example, the user has selected different spatial and temporal resolutions for each segment and is drilling down in time to view the sequence. Fig. 13(a) shows a view of a sequence 3840 frames. The spatial and temporal resolution of each segment of 64 frames is indicated by the resolution bar graphs. Fig. 13(b) shows a view of the first 1920 frames of the sequence at 2 temporal resolution. Fig. 13(c) shows a view of the first 320 frames of the sequence at 16 temporal resolution.
C. Video Playback
VideoZoom provides three ways for playing back the video during progressive retrieval. As illustrated in the example of Fig. 14(a) , the user has retrieved a number of views of the video sequence at different spatial and temporal resolutions. In variable rate playback, VideoZoom scales the views at the client to full spatial resolution and plays the frames back with a fixed temporal delay between each frame, as illustrated in Fig. 14(b) . With variable rate playback, the effect is to speed-up the sequence where temporal details are missing and slow-down the sequence where there are more temporal details. In variable scale playback, the VideoZoom does not scales the views at the client to full spatial resolution, as illustrated in Fig. 14(c) . Finally, with client-refined full-scale playback, VideoZoom scales the views to full resolution in space and scale without the missing detailed view elements, as illustrated in Fig. 14(d) . The effect is to playback the video at full scale and rate but at lower viewing quality due to missing view elements.
VII. SUMMARY
The VideoZoom system allows the browsing and interactive retrieval of video sequences over the Internet at multiple spatial and temporal resolutions. The video sequences are decomposed into hierarchies of video view elements, which are retrieved in a progressive fashion. The client browser builds the views of the video sequences by retrieving, caching, and assembling the view elements, as needed. This allows the user to quickly browse the video over the Internet by starting with coarse, low-resolution views and by efficiently and selectively zooming in along the temporal and spatial dimensions. VideoZoom is suitable for digital video libraries and a number of other applications in which streaming methods provide insufficient quality of video, video downloading introduces large latencies, and generating video summaries is difficult or not well integrated with video retrieval tasks.
